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The I% reactive tiansltion probabJtIes obtamed by solwmg coupled arrangement channel integral equations arc prc- 
sented. The uniqueness of 011s approach is that no matchmg IS employed III transformmg from one arrargcment channel 
to the other. The results when compared with those obtained by other (propagative) methods are satrsfactory. 

1. Introduction 

Durmg the last decade much effort has been direc- 
ted towards developmg quantum-mechamcal methods 
to calculate “exact” reactive cross sectlons [ 11. One 
of the most crucial problems in deahng with exchange 
colhsions is related to the transformation from re- 
agents to products coordinates. Most of the avadable 
methods and all of those that were applied to three- 
dimensional systems are based on propagation of 
either the wavefunctlons [X-4] or the S(R) matrix 
elements [5,6]. Since mast systems are composed 
of three arrangement channels, the propagation from 
one arrangement channel to the other two involves a 
bifurcation which is carried out by simultaneous 
matching of one wavefunction with each of the others, 
for all three ChaMdS sunultaneously [3j. This pro- 
cedure is one of the main bottlenecks m the exten- 
sion of the present available treatments to a full (non- 
symmetric) three-channel system, such as D + H2 or 

FtH2. 
Several attempts to circumvent these dlfficultles 

l Thus work was supported by the United States-Israel 
Bmational Science Foundauon. Jerusalem 

were presented in the past [7-121. In this work we 
refer to the approach of Baer and Kouri [7] as modl- 
fied by Kouri and Levine [8] and extended by 
Tobocman [9], called in what follows the BKLT 
theory. The basic Idea of this theory is the couphng 
of the Lippmann-Schwinger Integral equations for 
all (non-dissociative) open arrangements. The out- 
come IS a well-defined set of integral equations ob- 
tained by sunultaneously imposing the boundary 
conditions of all the asymptotic regions. 

In section 2 we briefly describe the theory, in sec- 
tion 3 the results are presented and drscussed. More 
details of the theory and its apphcations wdl be pub- 
hshed elsewhere [ 131. 

2. Theory 

We consider a reactive system of two arrangement 
channels (mitial reagents and fiial products). Given 
a hamdtonian H one may partition It in two ways: 

H=H,+ V+ y=a,P, (1) 

where H7 is a non-reactive hamiltonian and VT stands 
for the (reactive) interaction potential such that 
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lrm V,(R,,...)=O. (2) 
R +- 7 

The BKLT equatrons for this case are 

R occ = VczGpRpo: ) (3) 

Rgc = Q + Q&R,, ’ (4) 

where R,, and R,, are the non-reactive and reacttve 
R submatnces and C, and GP are the correspondrng 
Green functions gwen in the form 

G,=(E-If,)-‘, v=lY,fl. (5) 

The hamrltoruan H7 1s further decomposed rn the 
form 

H7 = Ho7 + UJR,, *7) + w,(r,) , 6) 

where Ho7 is the free hamrltoruan whrch contains 
the kinetic energy terms, WT (R_,, rr) is an inelastic 
(non-reactive) distortion potential and rvy(rY) is the 
asymptotrc brnding potential energy of the diatornic 
molecules. By defiig 0,7(R,, rr) as the nth state of 
the system rn the y arrangement, the correspondmg 
R-matrix elements are given in the form 

RZI, = (%(R,, QR,,I~&,(R,, r,)A ^, = Q, P, 
(7) 

where 0io(R4, rJ is the inrtialnu state in the a ar- 
rangement. Next we introduce the densrty functions 
{i,(R,, r,J defined as 

G;(R& =R,,I%,(R,, ra)) (8) 

and expand them in terms of a basis set @T(r,), 1.~. 

1ZE(R7. r-J = 7 x~~,,(R,)@(r7). (9) 

Substrtution ofeqs. (8) and (9) in eq. (7) yrelds: 

R%,-, = FJj dR,dr,%(R-,, ry)x~oo(Rrl$;('r). 

W) 

Our next task is to determme e~(R,, r_J and the 
coordinate representation of the Green functions 
C,(R,, rylRk, rb). The functions e~(R,, r_,) are the 
solutrons of the Schrodinger equation 

(Hr - E)WR7, TV) = 0 (11) 

SUbJeCt to the boundary conditions 
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hm ei(R,, r7) = (kz)-1’2sin(k;Rr + S;)$;(rT). 
Ry- (12) 

This kind of solution can be obtained onlv if the 
potential U7(R7,r7) is separable, for instance 

u,(R,, rJ = U.& ‘7 = r70), (13) 

where rTo 1s some given fiied datance. 
Combining eqs. (6) and (13), we obtain the equa- 

tion 

[-(@/ZE() (a2/aR; + a2pr',) + U7(Rr, rr = rye) 

+ wJr.$ - E] V(R r, rJ = 0 , (14) 

where p is a characteristic mass of the system artd 
P(R,, rr) can be written as a product: 

d7(Rr, r,.) = %XR.,XX~J ) 05) 

where @z(r,) and $;T(R,) fulfii the equations 

[-(A2/W a*/art + w#J - e~l$~(ry) = 0 , (16) 

[-(t1*/2~) a*/aR; + UJR,) - (k;)*] JI;(R,) = 0. 
07) 

Here kX stands for: 

k;: = [(2/~/h*) (E - ea] l’* . (18) 

Consequently the Green function is given in the 
form 

GJR,, r,lRj, rk) = $&rA(R,IR~ ) &,,(r,) 9&&) 

whereg%(R_,]R\) are written: 

$(RJR;) = MR,)&~(R; ), R, <R; , 
(20) 

= II2(R,)#z,r(R;), R; CR, . 

Here $$(Rr) and &(R ) are the regular and the 
irregular solutions of eq. rl 17). They are norrnahzed 

in such a way that their wronskian is equal to 1. 
Substrtution of eq. (15) with $7 = Jlrr, in eq. (10) 

yields 

Rzno = T (Jr’,7lxi’,,>U; I+ , 

which for the case 4 E 4 becomes: 

(21) 
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Fg. 1. The reactive transtlon probabtity of the reacuon 
HF(u, = 0) + H’ -, H’F(q= 0) + H as a function of the total 
energy On eV). l , present work; A, ret [ 141. 

Kc-k o = (&~lx;lP,,) - (22) 
Thus the aim is to calculate x;j;(R,). This is done 

by applying eq. (3). Substituting eqs. (8), (9), (15), 
(19) and (21) in eq. (3), multiplying through by the 

corresponding @r,,.) and integrating over r_,, one ob- 

tains the corresponding equations for ,$(R,), namely 

Fig. 3. The lnelastz transitIon probablty of the reactIon 

HF(u, = 0) + H’ -c HF(uf = 1) + H’ as a function of the totd 
energy (m eV). 0, present work; A, ref. [ 141. 

More details of this procedure and the description 
of the way eqs. (23) were fimally solved will be given 
elsewhere 1131. Once x~~,(R~‘> are known, eq. (10) 
is applied to calculate the correspondmg R-matrix 
elements. Assuming all the elements are given, the 
matrix T is calculated from the relation 

T=(l -iR)/(l +iR). (24) 

The entire procedure was programmed and a few pre- 
liminary results are given m section 3. 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 2. The reactwe transition probabtity of the reaction 
HF(vi = 0) + H’ --c H'F(uf = 1) + H as a function of the total 

energy (in eV). 0, present work; A, ref. 1141. 

The transition probabilities for the reactions 

HF(u, = 0) + H’ -, H’F(uf = 0) + H , 

HF(u, = 0) + H’ + H’F@ = 1) + H , 

HF(u, = 0) t H’ + HF(u, = 1) t H’ , 

are presented m figs. 1.2 and 3, respectively. The first 
two are exchange processes and the third is an melas- 
tic process. The results of Schatz and Kuppermann [ 141 
(see also ref. [IS]) obtained by propagative methods 
are shown together with our results (full line) ob- 
tained by solving the coupled system of integral 
equations (23). The fit is seen to be satisfactory. 

It should be emphasized that this work demon- 

strates for the first time that the BKLT equations are 
capable of producing reliable results for a reabstic 
potent& This fact is most encouraging because, in 
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contrast to the other available methods, no &flkulties 
are anticipated in extending 011s treatment to a multi- 
channel system in three tienslons. 
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